
 

Remote Learning 
 

Our one-stop resource list for parents, pupils and staff 

 

 

Learning Together, Learning For All, Learning For Life 

http://www.newbridgegroup.org/


  

LEARNING 

ENGLISH 
 

Literacy Planet   A comprehensive literacy resource providing access to thousands of exercise tools 

 

Teach Your Monster to Read  Everything From Letters And Sounds To Reading Full Sentences  

 

Spellzone  An online course in English spelling with interactive practice, word lists, tests and games 

 

Pearson Active Learn  A digital learning space for pupils and a toolkit for allocating and assessing work  

 

Epic  A digital library of over 40,000 children's books  

 

Borrow Box  A free digital library of eBooks and eAudiobooks  

 

Writing Wizard  Designed to help learners trace letters, numbers and words 

 

 

MATHS 
 

Mathletics A captivating online maths learning space  

 

TT Rockstars  A sequenced programme of daily times tables practice 

 

Magicplan   An augmented app used to create floor plans and measure existing spaces  

 

Numberpieces  A basic app helps that help learners develop an understanding of place value  

 

Numbots  A game to improve recall and understanding of number bonds and addition and subtraction  

 

HegartyMaths  It teaches, assesses and tracks everything in maths  
 

MangaHigh  A free online games-based maths teaching resource  
  

Dragon Box Numbers  A maths game that helps develop number sense  
 

Dragon Box Algebra  A maths game that helps develop understanding of algebra 
 
 
Desmos  A free graphing tool for maths to help students learn about a variety of math concepts 
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LEARNING 

MATHS (Continued) 
 
 
Area Maze  Puzzle app to calculate the unknown area or length  
 

Little Digits  Fun educational app that teaches children about numbers via use of finger counting 

 

GeoGebra Joins graphing, geometry, 3D, computer algebra and probability in one easy-to-use  app 
 

Sumaze  A series of educational puzzle apps for a wide range of learners 
 

 

 

COMPUTING 

 
Tynker  A programming app aimed to learn how to make games and programs in HTML5 and JavaScript  

 

Playgrounds  An iPad app that teaches the fundamentals of coding in a fun and simple way 

 

CodeSpark  A simple game-based app for learning about coding concepts  

 

Scratch  A free programming space for creating interactive stories, games, and animations 

 

Scratch Jr  An introductory app that enables young children to learn how to code 

 

Scratch Program Tutorials  Step by step tutorials for coding with Scratch 

 

Learn Python  Practice writing Python code within the app, collect points, and show off coding skills 

 

 

CROSS-CURRICULAR 
 

Edujoy  Educational games to develop and reinforce skills of visual and spatial perception 

 

Play Toddlers  Improves knowledge of household objects, vehicles, animals, food, shapes, colours  

 

Duck Duck Moose  A range of apps for different abilities. Includes maths, nursery rhymes, etc 

 

Busy Things   Fun educational games to support early literacy, maths and problem-solving  

www.newbridgegroup.org 
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LEARNING 

CROSS-CURRICULAR (continued) 
 

Purple Mash   A huge online resource with ready-made tasks and tools covering most subjects  

 

Discovery Education  A wealth of online resources aligned to the curriculum  

 

Audible Stories    Free stream of incredible collection of stories  

 

Pages  A fantastic word processing app on the iPad with so many features including collaboration 

 

Keynote  A fantastic presentation app on the iPad with so many features including collaboration 

 

Brain Pop  A free, interactive resource for teachers and homeschoolers  

 

Kahoot   A game-based learning platform that makes it easy to create, share and play learning games  

 

JigSpace  An incredible app with 3D and augmented breakdown of complex ideas, products and history 

 

iMotion  An intuitive and powerful time-lapse and stop-motion app for iPad  

 

iMovie  A user-friendly video editing software app for iPad  

 

Adobe Spark  Easy way to create stunning graphics, short videos, and web pages  

 

Adobe Draw  Paint, draw and sketch with digital brushes and watch back in time-lapse 

 

Clips   A powerful video-editing app to easily combine videos, photos, titles, and music into videos  

 

Book Creator  A basic way to make your own beautiful ebooks  

 

Comic Life  Comic strip app with fonts, templates, panels, balloons, captions, 

 

PS Express   A free image editing and collage making app 

 

Garageband  A great app to quickly create music on your  iPad 
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COMMUNICATION AND ACCESSIBILITY 

HelpKidzLearn  Online software for all abilities to access via touchscreen, eye gaze or switch  

 

Boardmaker  A symbol – based web resource with thousands of templates  

 

Student Center  The  app linked to Boardmaker templates for  accessing the symbols on an iPad 

 

Choose It Maker 3   Create and play cause & effect, and matching activities using switch or touch screen 

 

Visuals2Go   A symbol-based app helping users to express themselves, communicate and make choices 

 

Finger Paint   A basic colour and draw app with music and fun sound effects   

 

Random  A fun cause and effect app that generates random sound effects 

 

Seeing AI  Lets users who are visually impaired convert almost anything into audio feedback 

 

Sound Touch  An app that plays all kinds of music from touching anywhere on the screen 

 

Blindfold Racer   A fun game for users who are visually impaired 

 

Audio Game Hub An audio-based game that is great for users who are blind 

 

Guitar Elite   A lifelike collection of virtual guitars for everyone  

 

Sensory Just Touch A fun effects app for all with 30+ incredible touch effects  

 

Sensory Speak  A visually stimulating simple game style speech therapy app that responds to sounds  

 

CineVox  A visually stimulating, simple and fun app that can improve vocalisation, voice control and speech  

 

Sensory Mica  Can be used to encourage making sounds. Effects change with the pitch of sounds.  

 

SeeTouchLearn  A revolutionary app serving as a visual learning and assessment system  

www.newbridgegroup.org 
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COMMUNICATION AND ACCESSIBILITY 

SENict Activities  Online resource by Ian Bean aimed at PMLD and SLD learners 

 

Priory Woods School  A fun selection of switch or touch screen videos  

 

SEN Assist   A range of interactive traditional stories assessed at different levels 

 

The Sensory Projects  Includes a range of sensory activities that can be done at home 

 

Communication4all  Lots of resources for the whole curriculum, with inclusion and accessibility in mind.  

 

Inclusive Teach   Useful sensory stories, sensory play ideas, AAC games and communication resources  
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FUN 

MSQRD  Use your device to put a funny digital mask on your face on-camera  

 

AR Catchy  A simple educational augmented reality word game  

 

Quiver  combines physical coloring with state of the art augmented reality  

 

World Brush  AR experience where users can paint on the world for others to discover  

 

Sandbox  Fun colouring by number app 

 

PlayDoh Touch   See your physical Play-Doh creations come to life on screen 

 

AR Makr  Sketch, scan, and snap the world around you and transform creations from 2D to 3D  

www.newbridgegroup.org 

 

 

Showbie   Provide work for pupils, feedback, and collaborate between teacher and family  

 

Seesaw  Digital portfolio that provides opportunities to support home learning  

 

Microsoft Teams  A chat-based collaboration tool  for Office 365 users 

 

Microsoft Stream  For uploading, sharing, managing, and viewing videos on Office 365 

 

Facetime  An Apple app exclusively supporting one-on-one video calling  

 

Skype  Allows group or single message, voice and video chat.  

 

Zoom  A video conferencing tool  allowing recorded sessions and sharing annotations 

 

Foldr   View all files located on school account through a single app  

WORKFLOW AND COLLABORATION 

https://twitter.com/newbridgegroup
https://www.facebook.com/NEWBRIDGEGROUP/


  

LIVE SESSIONS 

www.newbridgegroup.org 

Live 
Time 

Duration Session Website (Look for social media links in corner of 
homepage) 

9.00 30 mins 
  
20 mins 

Fitness sessions from Joe Wicks, The 
Body Coach 
  
Fitness sessions from Jump Start Jonny 

https://www.thebodycoach.com/ 

  
https://www.jumpstartjonny.co.uk/ 

  

10.00 20 mins Play sessions from Play Hooray https://playhooray.co.uk/ 

  

10.30 ? Singing and stories with Makaton signing 
from Singing Hands 

https://singinghands.co.uk/ 

  

11.00 10 mins Fine motor skills sessions from Griffin 
Occupational Therapy 

https://www.griffinot.com/ 

  

11.30 30 mins Dance sessions from Oti Mabuse https://www.youtube.com/user/mosetsanagape 

  

1.30 15 mins Dance sessions from DDMIX https://diversedancemix.com/ 

  

2.00 30 mins 
  
  
15 mins 
  
  
60 mins 
  
  

*Mondays and Thursdays+ 
Sensory making sessions from Sensory 
Spectacle 
  
*Tuesdays and Thursdays+ 
Massage stories from the Story Massage 
Programme 
  
*Tuesdays and Saturdays+ 
Singing sessions from Soundabout 

https://www.sensoryspectacle.co.uk/ 

  
  
https://www.storymassage.co.uk/ 

  
  
https://www.soundabout.org.uk/ 

  

4.00 Varied *Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays+ 
Story workshops from Positive Eye’s Idea 
Machine 

https://www.positiveeye.co.uk/ 

  

7.00 60 mins Dance sessions from Kidz Bop (USA) https://kidzbop.co.uk/ 

The sessions below happen on one or more of the following platforms: YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, Vimeo, 

Zoom. The organiser’s Facebook page is often a good place to find out about the sessions.  
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